The aim objective of the conference is to provide a platform for researchers, engineers, academicians as well as industrial professionals from all over the world to present their research results and development activities in the related field. This conference also provides opportunities for the delegates to exchange new ideas and application experiences face to face, to establish business or research relations and to find global partners for future collaboration. Submitted conference papers will be reviewed by technical committees of the Conference.

Submitted full papers will be peer reviewed by conference committees, and accepted papers of ICCUE 2024 will be published in a volume of E3S Web of Conferences (eISSN: 2267-1242, Open Access proceedings in Environment, Energy and Earth Sciences), which is now indexed by Scopus, CPCI (Web of Science), CAS, DOAJ, EBSCO, ProQuest and other major databases for indexing.

1. **CALL FOR PAPERS**

- **Civil and Urban Engineering**
  - Structural & Construction Engineering
  - Road & Bridge Engineering
  - Geotechnical Engineering
- **Architecture and Urban Planning**
  - Architectural Design and Theories
  - Theories of Architecture
  - Urban Planning and Design
- **Environmental Engineering**
  - Environmental Science and Health
  - Environment and Social Development
  - Environment and Economic Restructuring
- **Transportation Engineering**
  - Acquisition, Processing and Publishing of Traffic Information
  - Traffic Guidance and Forecast
  - Urban Traffic Control and Congestion Pricing

2. **KEYNOTE SPEAKERS**

- Prof. Marco Casini
  Sapienza University of Rome, Italy

- Prof. Fabio Tosti
  University of West London, UK

- Prof. Pier Paolo Rossi
  University of Catania, Catania, Italy

3. **PUBLICATION**

4. **CONFERENCE COMMITTEE**

- **Conference Chair**
  Marco Casini, Sapienza University of Rome, Italy

- **Conference Co-chair**
  Fabio Tosti, University of West London, UK
  The Faringdon Research Centre for Non-Destructive Testing and Remote Sensing, UK

- **Program Chairs**
  Pier Paolo Rossi, University of Catania, Catania, Italy
  Nikos Gerolymos, National Technical University, Athens, Greece

- **Program Co-Chairs**
  Andrea Benedetto, Roma Tre University, Italy
  Fabrizio Finucci, Roma Tre University, Italy

- **Local Organizing Chair**
  Luca Bianchini Ciampoli, Roma Tre University, Italy

- **Proceedings Editor**
  Fabio Tosti, University of West London, UK
  The Faringdon Research Centre for Non-Destructive Testing and Remote Sensing, UK

- **Proceedings Co-editor**
  Paola Panuccio, Roma Tre University, Italy
1. Online Submission System: http://confsys.iconf.org/submission/iccue2024
2. Email: iccue@academic.net
3. Conference Secretary: Ms. Iris Tang
4. Phone: +86-18117808141

Registration Types
- Full Paper (Student) 550USD
- Full Paper (Regular) 580USD
- Abstract (Student) 400USD
- Abstract (Regular) 430USD
- Delegates (Student) 300USD
- Delegates (Regular) 330USD
- Additional Page (Over 15 pages) 50USD/Per page

Submission Deadline: March 30, 2024
Notification Date: April 25, 2024
Registration Deadline: May 10, 2024
Conference Dates: August 20-22, 2024

Fast Channel for Listeners Registration: http://confsys.iconf.org/register/iccue2024